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Abstract

We show that when leaders share some of their information with subordi-

nates, decision–making is subject to a motivational bias; leaders make the deci-

sions their subordinates want to see. As this bias increases with the quality of the

shared information, an improvement of an organisation’s information might even

decrease its efficiency. As a consequence, information–sharing is not always opti-

mal. We show however that self–confidence can help the leader to overcome his

motivational bias, thus making information–sharing more attractive. Conversely

we find that information–sharing can help to curb the autocratic tendencies of a

self–confident leadership. We conclude that a policy of information–sharing and

the appointment of a self–confident leadership are most effective when they go

hand in hand.

JEL classification: D02, D23, L29.

Keywords: Leadership, transparency, motivation, organisational design.
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1 Introduction

How to increase motivation in organisations? Unlike economists, managers tend to

pay little attention to the role of explicit contracts. Instead they often emphasise

the importance of communicating effectively the organisation’s strategy. In a popular

management handbook, Alkhafaji (1997, p.193) states that “no matter how brilliant

the strategy may be, unless the business team understands and accepts it, performance

will suffer”.

In many occasions, organisations can facilitate acceptance by sharing decision–

relevant information with subordinates. Consider for example a CEO who has to decide

on whether to initiate a merger. Although mergers require enormous implementation

efforts by the rank–and–file, these efforts are by no means assured and they are likely

to depend on the workers’ expectations of how well the merger will result. Typically

the CEO will base his decision on two types of information; verifiable “hard” informa-

tion (e.g. data, statistics, or reports of external consultants) and unverifiable “soft”

information (e.g. oral communication, his instinct, gut feeling or vision). Whereas

the latter cannot be communicated credibly, the former can easily be shared with the

company’s workforce. The disclosure of such hard information can have positive mo-

tivational effects. It is more likely that the company’s workers will exert high effort

when they understand and agree with the decisions of the CEO. However, information–

sharing can also backfire and cause significant demoralisation if it reveals facts that are

in conflict with the CEO’s decision. An organisation’s communication policy must take

into account this possibility and its implications for the leadership’s decision–making.

The first contribution of this paper is to identify conditions under which an organi-

sation should adopt a policy of information–sharing. We show that information–sharing

allows subordinates to adjust their effort to the organisation’s prospects, which has a

positive effect on overall surplus. On the other hand, we find that under a policy of

information–sharing, leaders’ decision making is subject to a motivational bias; leaders

have an incentive to make the decisions their subordinates want to see. To see this,

suppose that in the above example the hard information does not justify the merger

but the CEO nevertheless favors it due to his additional soft information. If the com-
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pany’s workforce has access to the hard information the CEO might refrain from the

merger because of its negative impact on the workers’ motivation. This bias in favour

of decisions that the CEO can justify through hard information can lead to the inef-

ficient use of his overall information and distort decision–making. The motivational

bias increases as the shared information becomes more accurate. We therefore find the

surprising result that an improvement of an organisation’s information might actually

harm its efficient functioning. As a consequence, information–sharing is not always

optimal.

The second contribution of this paper is to establish a link between an organisation’s

optimal communication policy and the characteristics of its leadership. Good leadership

is generally considered an important factor in inducing motivation among subordinates.

This is aptly summarised by Lee Iacocca’s famous quote that “management is nothing

more than motivating other people”. There is less consensus however, as to what are the

exact characteristics that make a leader effective in this regard (see, for instance Kets

de Vries (2003)). An important question in this respect concerns how self–confident a

leader should be. While some leaders, i.e. Bill Clinton or Louis Gerstner, are praised

for their pragmatism, others, i.e. Margaret Thatcher or Jack Welch, thrive by standing

by their judgments in the face of opposition.

We define self–confidence as the leader’s belief about the accuracy of his soft infor-

mation and show that information–sharing is more effective in organisations headed by

individuals with high self–confidence. The reason is that self–confidence mitigates a

leader’s motivational bias by increasing his incentive to follow his instinct, even when

it contradicts the information available to subordinates. Suppose that in our example

the merger is actually the company’s right course of action but the hard information

does not justify it. The CEO is less likely to ignore soft information in favor of the

merger when he strongly believes in his own judgement. A sufficiently self–confident

CEO might go along with the merger even in the face of opposition by his workforce.

We show that this can increase the organisation’s surplus.

While higher self–confidence can make information–sharing organisations more ef-

ficient, we also find the converse result: a policy of information–sharing can help to

reduce the autocratic predisposition of self–confident leaders. As Malmendier and Tate
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(2005) show, merger failures are often due to the CEO’s over–confidence in his ability

to select profitable opportunities. Our model suggests that the implementation of a

policy of information–sharing can help an organisation to avoid value–destroying, over–

confidence–driven mergers. Granting workers access to information enables them to

form an opinion about a merger’s viability. Since this opinion affects their motivation

in the job, the CEO can find himself effectively restrained from pursuing mergers which

are unduly based on his “gut feeling”. Information–sharing corrects a self–confident

leader’s tendency to favor soft information in the same way as self–confidence corrects

a leader’s tendency to favor hard information when it is shared with subordinates.

We therefore conclude that in organisations, information–sharing and self–confident

leadership work best when they are employed together.

1.1 Related Literature

This paper is the first to explore the motivational consequences of an increased trans-

parency of decision–making. Zabojnik (2002) shares our attempt to understand how

decision–making and motivational aspects in organisations interrelate and sometimes

conflict with each other. He shows that informed subordinates might be more moti-

vated to implement their own decision rather than their superior’s, even if their superior

is better informed. However, Zabojnik is not concerned with the subordinates’ optimal

information set, which is central to our work.

We are not the first to study the influence of self–confidence on managers’ effec-

tiveness. Others have studied how managers with different degrees of self–confidence

enter an industry (Camerer and Lovallo (1999)), adopt projects (Bernardo and Welch

(2001)) or invest (Malmendier and Tate (2005)). In contrast, this paper analyses the

impact of self–confidence on leaders’ effectiveness in taking decisions and motivating

subordinates.

Two papers that share our notion of a leader’s vision are Rotemberg and Saloner

(1994, 2000), and Van den Steen (2005). Rotemberg and Saloner focus on innovative

organisations where subordinates create ideas and the leader chooses whether to test

them. They show that a leader’s vision can serve as a commitment device, reinforcing

subordinates’ innovative incentives. Van den Steen finds that visionary leaders at-
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tract subordinates who are intrinsically motivated to implement that vision. We differ

from these studies by focusing on the interactions between a leader’s vision and an

organisation’s optimal information–sharing policy.

This paper also relates to the economic literature on teamwork. Whereas this

literature has focused exclusively either on effort (Holmstrom (1982), Hermalin (1998),

Gervais and Odean (2001)) or on joint decision–making (Aghion and Tirole (1997),

Li, Rosen and Suen (2001)) we consider situations which require a combination of the

two (see also Landier, Sraer and Thesmar (2006)). We share with Hermalin (1998)

the assumption that the leader is privately informed about the productivity of effort.

However, whereas in Hermalin (1998) the leader signals his information through his own

effort choice, in our model information is transmitted through his choice of strategic

direction. Hermalin’s “leading by example” is probably important in small teams

where subordinates can observe their leader’s effort whereas in large organisations the

subordinates’ knowledge is more likely to be restricted to the leader’s decisions.

Finally, although based in differing settings, two other papers share our finding

that agents might have an incentive to conform to the views of others. Branderburger

and Polak (1996) show that managers might try to conform with the opinion in the

stock market in order to appear well informed. Prendergast (1993) finds that due to

subjective performance evaluation workers are tempted to imitate the views of their

managers.

1.2 Outline

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces a simple model of leadership

and explains our notion of information–sharing. In Section 3 we consider efficiency

under a policy of information–sharing and discuss the optimality of such a policy from

the viewpoint of a social planner. Section 4 introduces the notion of a leader’s self–

confidence and shows that the implementation of a policy of information–sharing and

the appointment of a self–confident leadership should go hand in hand. In Section 5

we consider the optimal organisational design from the viewpoint of an owner. Section

6 concludes. All proofs are contained in the Appendix.
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2 The basic framework

We analyse an organisation consisting of two risk neutral agents; a leader and a subor-

dinate. The leader is in charge of making a decision and the subordinate exerts effort

to implement it. More specifically, the leader chooses a project x ∈ {A, B} among two

mutually exclusive projects and the subordinate exerts effort, e ∈ [0, ē]. Projects are

heterogeneous in their productivity, and the identity of the most productive project,

y ∈ {A, B}, is initially unknown.

Revenue is a function of the subordinate’s effort as well as the quality of the leader’s

decision which is described by a dummy variable δxy equaling 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise.

We assume that revenue R(e, δxy) is increasing and concave in e with R(0, δxy) = 0.

The assumption that drives our main results is that effort and decision–making are

complements in the sense of monotone comparative statics (see Milgrom and Shannon

(1994)). In particular we assume that R(e, δxy) has strictly increasing differences in

(e, δxy), i.e. for all e′ > e it holds that R(e′, 1) − R(e, 1) > R(e′, 0) − R(e, 0). The

subordinate’s cost of exerting effort, C(e), is increasing and strictly convex, with C(0) =

0.

We assume that the subordinate receives a fixed share α ∈ (0, 1) of the project’s

revenue while the leader receives a share 1 − α. Hence the leader’s payoff is Πl =

(1 − α)R(e, δxy) and the subordinate gets Πs = αR(e, δxy) − C(e). Total surplus is

given by S = R(e, δxy) − C(e). Note that in most of this paper we abstract from

explicit contracting issues.1 Our focus on linear contracts is particularly suitable for

organisations in which individual goals coincide, i.e. partnerships, political parties, or

NGOs. It is without loss of generality if one interprets R(e, δxy) as a probability of

the project’s success in which case the most general contracts consist of a share of the

payoff following success.2 Our results extend to more general incentive contracts as

long as the leader’s and the subordinate’s payoffs both depend positively on revenue.

Furthermore, our results are independent of α and therefore remain valid for α → 1 in

which case the above contract approximates the full incentives contract.

1In Section 5 we explicitely consider the optimal incentive contracts from the viewpoint of an owner
who hires the leader and the subordinate.

2We thank an anonymous referee for this observation.
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Information. Ex ante both projects are equally likely to be the most productive.3

The leader’s information consists of two informative signals about y. One of them,

sp ∈ {A, B} is verifiable and has precision p ∈ (1
2
, 1). In addition, there exists an

unverifiable signal sq ∈ {A, B} with precision q ∈ (1
2
, 1) which is the private information

of the leader. Intuitively, sp represents “hard” evidence that can be verified by third

parties, while sq represents valuable but “soft” insider information which the leader

obtains from being in a leadership position (i.e. his vision, instinct, or gut feeling).

The focus of this paper is the desirability of a policy of information–sharing. We

say that the organisation follows a policy of information–sharing if the hard evidence

sp is observed both by the leader and the subordinate. Under no information–sharing

the hard evidence is observed only by the leader and he is not allowed to share it with

the subordinate.4

We do not regard the assumption that a leader uses both hard and soft information

to reach a decision as controversial. Managers do not decide in a vacuum, but instead

make extensive use of hard evidence like facts, statistics, and external reports. This

type of evidence can be easily shared with subordinates. It is well known, however,

that an important part of the information gathered by decision–makers is based on

their own judgment as well as on verbal, and even non–verbal, communication with

people inside or outside the organisation.5

Timing. The timing of events is as follows. (1) Nature determines the identity of

the most productive project, y, and the values of the signals, sp and sq. (2) The leader

chooses a project x. (3) The subordinate picks an effort level e and finally the project’s

revenue is shared.

3This assumption greatly simplifies our exposition but is not crucial to our results.
4We have in mind situations which constrain some hard information to the organisation’s leader-

ship, i.e. confidentiality arrangements which the leader cannot circumvent.
5Yukl (2005) summarises research on this issue by stating that leaders use informal conversations,

including gossip and rumours, to form a mental picture of the issues at stake.
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3 The efficiency of information–sharing

In this section we consider the organisation from the viewpoint of a social planner.

This viewpoint is particularly suitable for political parties or NGOs. When thinking of

the organisation as a firm consisting of a manager and a worker one might argue that

it would be more appropriate to take the viewpoint of the firm’s owner. In Section 5

we will see that both viewpoints are closely related so that our results not only have

normative but also positive implications.

We derive two main results. First, we show that under a policy of information–

sharing, an improvement of the organisation’s information does not necessarily trans-

late into higher surplus. Second, we find that information–sharing is not always opti-

mal and derive the conditions under which the access to hard information should be

restricted to the organisation’s leadership.

Consider the subordinate’s incentives to exert effort in period (3). On the basis of

his information the subordinate forms a belief b about the probability that the leader

has picked the most productive project, x = y. Under a policy of information–sharing,

this belief can take two different values, depending on whether the leader’s project

choice, x, coincides with the hard evidence, sp, or not. In the absence of information–

sharing the subordinate cannot make such a distinction. The subordinate’s expected

payoff is

E[Πs](e, b) = α
(

bR(e, 1) + (1 − b)R(e, 0)
)

− C(e). (1)

The subordinate chooses effort to maximise his expected payoff, given his belief b. The

complementarity of effort and decision–making implies that the subordinate’s optimal

effort choice, e(b) = arg maxe∈[0,ē] E[Πs](e, b), is an increasing function of his belief, b.

In the remainder of the paper we assume that e(b) is strictly increasing which holds

for example when revenue and costs are twice continuously differentiable.

Next, consider the leader’s project choice in period (2). In the absence of information–

sharing the leader’s optimal project choice is straightforward. He follows the most ac-

curate of his two private signals, sp and sq, thereby maximizing the project’s expected

productivity. The subordinate lacks information to judge the leader’s decision so his

effort choice, e(max(p, q)), is independent of the project chosen.
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In contrast, under a policy of information–sharing the leader has to take into ac-

count the “motivational consequences” of his project choice as the subordinate is able

to compare the leader’s project choice with the hard evidence. In particular (as we

show below) the subordinate is more motivated to exert effort when the leader’s project

choice coincides with the hard evidence. Under information–sharing the leader there-

fore has an extra incentive to follow the hard evidence rather than his soft information.

The following lemma characterizes the Perfect Bayesian equilibria under a policy of

information–sharing.

Lemma 1 Under a policy of information–sharing there exist p0 and p1 such that 1
2

<

p0 < p1 < q and the following holds:

• If p ≤ p0, there exists a unique equilibrium. The leader chooses x = sq. The sub-

ordinate exerts effort e(b∗=) if x = sp and e(b∗6=) if x 6= sp where b∗6= = (1−p)q
(1−p)q+(1−q)p

and b∗= = pq

pq+(1−p)(1−q)
.

• If p ∈ (p0, p1), there exists a unique equilibrium that survives the Intuitive Crite-

rion. The leader chooses x = sp with probability 1 if sq = sp and with probability

h(p) ∈ (0, 1) if sq 6= sp. The subordinate exerts effort e(bh
=) ∈ (e(p), e(b∗=)) if

x = sp and e(b∗6=) if x 6= sp. h(p) is continuous and strictly increasing with p.

• If p ≥ p1 then in every equilibrium the leader chooses x = sp and the subordinate

exerts effort e(p).

The subordinate’s equilibrium effort is highest when the leader’s project choice coincides

with the hard evidence.

Intuitively Lemma 1 states that the leader uses the hard information when it is very

precise with respect to the soft information and the soft information when the opposite

is true. For intermediate values the leader uses a (random) combination of the two.

The important point to note is that for values of p between p0 and q the probability

that the leader follows the hard evidence even when it contradicts his (more accurate)

soft information is both strictly positive and increasing in p. In this range we regard

the leader as exercising “pragmatism”. He prefers to ignore his “gut feeling” in order
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to motivate the subordinate even if his soft information is actually more accurate than

the hard evidence.

Note also that the leader cannot credibly transmit his private information with the

help of a cheap talk message. The reason is that the leader’s incentive to claim that his

soft information coincides with his decision would render such a message uninformative.

We can relate Lemma 1 to the work of Prendergast (1993), who shows that, due

to subjective performance evaluation, subordinates have an incentive to imitate the

views of their superiors. Lemma 1 shows that superiors have a similar incentive but for

different reasons. By making decisions based on their subordinates’ views, managers

can increase motivation and thus improve the implementation of their decisions.

How does total surplus vary with the hard information’s precision? As p increases,

the leader’s decisions are based on more accurate information about the projects’ pro-

ductivity. One might therefore expect total surplus to be monotonically increasing in p.

In the absence of information–sharing this is indeed the case. However, under a policy of

information–sharing total surplus is not monotonically increasing in p. To understand

why, consider Figure 1 which depicts an example of our model with R(e, δxy) = eδxy

and C(e) = 1
2
e2. Note that expected surplus under information–sharing, E[S]I(p), de-

creases with the precision of the hard information for all p ∈ (p0, p1). In this range, an

increase in p has two effects. It improves the quality of the organisation’s information,

which is a good thing. But it also decreases the quality of decision–making by increas-

ing the probability that the leader follows the (less accurate) hard evidence in order to

increase motivation. In our example this second effect is strong enough to make total

surplus decrease in p.

Proposition 1 shows that the intuition gained from Figure 1 holds in general. As

p increases, the organisation could potentially take better decisions and adjust effort

better to the project’s productivity. However, an increase in p strengthens the leader’s

tendency to ignore his vision and improve motivation. This motivational bias is strong

enough to reduce surplus.

Proposition 1 Under a policy of information–sharing expected total surplus is a non–

monotone function of the shared information’s precision. E[S]I(p) is monotone increas-

ing for all p ∈ (1
2
, p0) ∪ (p1, 1) but E[S]I(p1) < E[S]I(p0).
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E[S]I 

E[S]NI 

p0    p1     q 

Figure 1: Expected total surplus under a policy of information–sharing, E[S]I , and in
the absence of such a policy, E[S]NI , as a function of the public signal’s precision. The
example assumes that R(e, δxy) = eδxy, C(e) = 1

2
e2 and q = 0.66. The thresholds p0

and p1 take the values 0.6 and 0.625 respectively.

Proposition 1 highlights the hidden costs of information. It is generally acknowledged

that improving an organisation’s information often has direct costs. Evidence has to be

gathered and processed, external experts have to be hired, the communication between

different organisational units has to be improved. Proposition 1 identifies an additional

cost, which arises endogenously because the quality of decision–making depends non–

monotonically on the hard evidence available to the organisation’s leadership. Since

this motivational bias is present only when information is observed both by decision–

makers and subordinates, an immediate question arises. Should access to information

be restricted to decision–makers?

The benefits of sharing information are clear. As is often claimed, subordinates are

more motivated to implement their superiors’ decisions when they understand their

logic. In our model this is due to the fact that the disclosure of information allows

subordinates to adjust their effort to the project’s prospects. Information–sharing

enables subordinates to work hard when the productivity of effort is likely to be high

and save the costs of effort when it is likely to have little impact. On the other hand, we
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have shown above that information–sharing can undermine the efficiency of decision–

making. In its absence, however, the leader is free from any motivational bias and

always chooses the project with the highest expected productivity.

Whether information–sharing is desirable or not depends on the relative size of these

two effects. Our next result shows that it is the access to information of intermediate

precision that should be restricted to the organisation’s leadership.

Proposition 2 There exist pI and pI with p0 < pI ≤ pI < p1 such that information–

sharing is optimal for efficiency for all p ∈ (1
2
, pI ] ∪ [q, 1) but detrimental for all p ∈

(pI , q).

When hard evidence is very precise or very imprecise, its disclosure allows the sub-

ordinate to adjust his effort efficiently without distorting decision–making. A policy

of information–sharing is therefore worth pursuing. However, for intermediate values

of p, the sharing of information reduces the organisation’s surplus. To gain intuition,

consider the range p ∈ [p1, q) in Figure 1. In this range the leader implements his (more

accurate) vision in the absence of information–sharing but follows the hard evidence

when such evidence is observed by the subordinate. In the absence of information–

sharing the subordinate learns the leader’s soft information from the leader’s project

choice. In contrast, under information–sharing his information is restricted to the ob-

servation of the (less accurate) hard evidence as the leader’s behaviour does not convey

any additional information. Sharing information therefore distorts decision–making

and decreases the accuracy of the subordinate’s information thereby unequivocally

reducing surplus.

3.1 Benchmarks

We close this section with a discussion about the sources of inefficiency of our model.

Note that there are two sources of inefficiency. Firstly, the subordinate only receives a

share α of the project’s revenue but pays the entire cost of effort. As a consequence, the

subordinate’s effort choice tends to be inefficiently low. This source of inefficiency has

been thoroughly studied by an extensive literature in incentive theory and is not the
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focus of our attention.6 Indeed in our model this inefficiency can be made arbitrarily

small by choosing α close to one.

The second source of inefficiency stems from the informational asymmetry between

leader and subordinate. Since the subordinate does not share the leader’s soft in-

formation, he is not always able to adjust his effort to the project’s true expected

productivity. Furthermore, the leader benefits from higher effort but fails to internal-

ize its cost, which renders him unable to credibly communicate his soft information to

the subordinate. As we have seen above, this can lead to inefficient decision–making;

in some occasions the soft information is of higher quality than the hard information

but is nevertheless ignored by the decision–maker.

In order to focus on the second source of inefficiency we choose as a first best

benchmark the case of symmetric information in which both leader and subordinate

observe both signals. In this benchmark, the equilibrium decision–rule is identical to

the one in the absence of information–sharing; the leader follows the soft information if

and only if it is more accurate than the hard evidence. In the first best benchmark the

subordinate is also able to use all the existing information to adjust his effort optimally.

When information is asymmetric, only the leader observes sq. What is the decision–

rule that a social planner would like the leader to implement in the presence of this

informational asymmetry? The following lemma shows that this second best decision

differs from the first best.

Lemma 2 A social planner would like the leader to follow the hard evidence if and

only if p > pSB where pSB > q.

The second best decision rule does not coincide with the first best when p ∈ (q, pSB).

The reason is that when the hard evidence is more accurate than the soft information,

the social planner faces a trade–off. On one hand, the implementation of sq transmits

the leader’s soft information to the subordinate, which allows him to adjust his effort

to the team’s prospects. On the other hand, the implementation of sp maximizes

the project’s expected productivity. If the hard information is less accurate than the

6Laffont and Martimort (2001) trace back to Hume (1740) the first explicit description of the
free-rider problem. See their Chapter 1 for an outline of the evolution of economic thought in this
matter.
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soft information this trade–off is absent and choosing sq is optimal. An increase in p

decreases the importance of transmitting sq to the subordinate while increasing the

likelihood that sp is the most productive project. When the hard evidence is extremely

accurate, the subordinate has no use for additional information and the social planner

would like the leader to implement sp.

Figure 2 depicts the first and second best values of total surplus arising from the

decision rules discussed above. In an information–sharing organisation, total surplus

 

E[S]I 

E[S]FB 

E[S]SB 

    p1     p0      q     pSB 

Figure 2: Expected total surplus under a policy of information–sharing, E[S]I , as a
function of the public signal’s precision in comparison with its first and second best
values, E[S]FB and E[S]SB. The example assumes that R(e, δxy) = eδxy, C(e) = 1

2
e2

and q = 0.66. The thresholds p0, p1 and pSB take the values 0.6, 0.625 and 0.68
respectively.

coincides with the first best level only when the hard information’s precision is suffi-

ciently low, i.e. p ≤ p0. In this range motivational concerns are too weak for the leader

to ignore his vision and he implements the first best decision–rule.

When p ∈ (p0, p
SB), however, the leader follows the hard evidence even though

second best decision–making requires the exclusive use (and thus transmission) of his

soft information. In this range total surplus is strictly below its second best level.
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For p ∈ (p0, q) this inefficiency is caused by the leader’s motivational bias whereas

for p ∈ (q, pSB) it is due to the fact that the leader ignores the effort–cost reduction

implied by the subordinate’s gain in information.

Lastly, when the hard evidence is sufficiently accurate, i.e. p ≥ pSB, the leader’s

choice coincides with the one preferred by a social planner.

4 Information–sharing and leadership style

Studies on leadership have long emphasised that organisations should be headed by

highly self–confident individuals (see Northouse (2004)). However, the perils of exces-

sive self–confidence have also merited attention (see Yukl (2005), and Malmendier and

Tate (2005)). Our model allows us to study the impact of a leader’s self–confidence on

the decision–making process and subordinates’ motivation in organisations.

In particular, we show that organisations which routinely share information with

subordinates can benefit from appointing a self–confident leader. The reason is that

holding a strong belief in his vision can help a decision–maker to overcome the moti-

vational bias identified in the previous section. Conversely, we also find that when an

organisation is headed by a highly self–confident leader, a policy of information–sharing

can help to curb his autocratic decision–making tendencies. We end this section with

the conclusion that a policy of information–sharing and the appointment of a self–

confident leader should go hand in hand.

4.1 Defining self–confidence

We define self–confidence as optimism about the accuracy of one’s knowledge. In

particular, we allow for the possibility that the leader (incorrectly) believes that the

precision of his soft information is q̄ while the true precision is q. A larger q̄ is associated

with higher self–confidence. The leader is considered to be realistic when q̄ = q and

over–confident when q̄ > q.

This modeling strategy is consistent with an extensive psychological literature show-

ing that individuals tend to be over–optimistic about their own ability, and in particular
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about the success of their predictions (see for instance Fischhoff, Slovic and Lichtenstein

(1977) and Alpert and Raiffa (1982)).

Note also that we are not the first to introduce over–confidence into a standard

economic framework. Economic settings with over–confident agents have been anal-

ysed, among other fields, in finance (Kyle and Wang (1997)), law (Bar-Gill (2002)),

entrepreneurship (Bernardo and Welch (2001)) and production teams (Gervais and

Goldstein (2005)). The particular notion of over–confidence defined above has been

widely used in behavioral finance (see for instance De Long et al. (1990), Kyle and

Wang (1997), and Gervais and Odean (2001)). The empirical relevance of the over–

confidence assumption in economic settings has been demonstrated, among others,

by Camerer and Lovallo (1999), Barber and Odean (2001) and Malmedier and Tate

(2005). Van den Steen (2004) and Zabojnik (2004) provide explanations for why over–

confidence might arise even when agents are perfectly rational.

We assume that the leader’s level of self–confidence is common knowledge. In

particular, we assume that the leader knows that the subordinate believes that his soft

information’s precision is q, while the subordinate knows that the leader believes that

the signal’s precision is q̄. Several points are worth mentioning here. Firstly, common

knowledge about the leader’s self–confidence is the most conservative assumption in

our framework. Instead, one could assume that the leader does not only consider his

own information to be very precise, but also believes (rightly or wrongly) that the

subordinate shares his enthusiasm. These and other alternative assumptions would

only serve to reinforce the results in this section. Secondly note that in contrast to

Aumann (1976) the leader and the subordinate are able to agree to disagree when they

do not share a common prior about the quality of the leader’s information.7 The above

assumption is therefore completely compatible with the paradigm of Bayesian rational

agents.8 Lastly, the assumption of common knowledge is supported by an extensive

literature in psychology, documenting that a subject’s degree of self–confidence can be

7The agents share a common prior when the leader is “realistic” (i.e. q̄ = q) but cannot share it
when the leader is “overconfident” (i.e. q̄ > q).

8Van den Steen (2004) shows that common knowledge about an individual’s over–confidence arises
naturally in a model with fully rational agents and differing priors.
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predicted using some of his observable characteristics.9

In the following section we will again be concerned with the calculation of total

surplus. In our model agents now have differing priors about one of the parameters of

the model. We therefore need to specify which criteria to use when evaluating each

agents’ share of total surplus. There are two possibilities (Van den Steen (2001), see

also Van den Steen (2005)). The first is to evaluate each agent’s share of surplus using

his subjective beliefs. If the organization’s information–sharing policy was determined

jointly by the leader and the subordinate this approach could be appropriate. The

second possibility is to evaluate total surplus from the perspective of an objective

outsider using the same belief for both agents. Given that we have taken the viewpoint

of a social planner we therefore use the true precision q when evaluating both agents’

share of surplus. This allows us to evaluate surplus from an objective perspective and

to understand how surplus varies with the leader’s subjective belief q̄ holding constant

the true precision q.

4.2 The pros and cons of a self–confident leadership

In this section we justify the popular call for a self–confident leadership and highlight

its perils when it becomes excessive.

We first show that over–confidence helps to mitigate the leader’s behavioral bias

identified in Section 3. We have seen there, that a “realistic leader” (i.e. q̄ = q) has a

tendency to choose the project recommended by the hard evidence in order to increase

the subordinate’s motivation. It is intuitive that over–confidence makes the leader

overestimate the expected gain from following his personal vision rather than the hard

evidence. The following lemma therefore follows immediately.

Lemma 3 Self–confidence lowers the leader’s tendency to favor hard evidence over soft

information. p0 and p1 are strictly increasing in q̄ whereas h(p) is strictly decreasing

in q̄ for all p ∈ (p0, p1).

We have seen in Section 3.1 that when the hard evidence is relatively inaccurate, i.e.

9Lundeberg, Cox and Puncochar (1994) find that men are more self–confident than women, and
Li et al. (2001) document that Asians are more self–confident than Westerners.
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when p ≤ pSB, second best decision–making requires the use of the leader’s soft informa-

tion. According to Lemma 3, higher self–confidence shifts the leader’s decision–making

away from the hard evidence and towards his soft information. The implications are

immediate and can be seen in Figure 3. By counterbalancing the leader’s motivational

 

E[S]I
realistic 

E[S]I
over-confident 

p0    p1     q 

Figure 3: Expected total surplus under a policy of information–sharing, E[S]I , for a
realistic leader (q = 0.66) and an over–confident leader (q̄ = 0.7). The example assumes
that R(e, δxy) = eδxy and C(e) = 1

2
e2.

bias, over–confidence shifts the focus back to the soft information, thereby increasing

total surplus. For values of p below pSB, a positive relation thus arises between the

leader’s level of self–confidence and total surplus under information–sharing.

Proposition 3 For all p ≤ pSB expected total surplus under a policy of information–

sharing increases in the leader’s level of self–confidence q̄.

Proposition 3 highlights the advantages of appointing a self–confident leader. Self–

confident leaders are endowed with a strong belief in their own judgment which prevents

them from sacrificing it in favor of more “pragmatic” or “accommodating” decisions.

They thrive in the face of opposition to their own judgment and may therefore take

better decisions.
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When over–confidence is extreme, however, it can be detrimental for efficiency. This

is the case when a leader’s soft information is relatively inaccurate compared to the

hard evidence. In this situation, an organisation is better off with a realistic leader

who realises this fact than with an over–confident leader who ignores it. In other

words, when the leader’s vision is likely to be wrong there is no virtue in believing in

it strongly.

To see this, consider the case where the hard information is so precise that second

best decision–making calls for its use, i.e. p > pSB. A realistic leader would implement

the second best level of surplus. Since he (accurately) realises that the hard evidence is

much more precise than his private soft information, a realistic leader finds no advan-

tage in following his vision. On the other hand, an over–confident leader over–estimates

the accuracy of his soft information. If he is so over–confident that p0 > pSB then for

all p ∈ (pSB, p0) he will base his decision exclusively on his soft information although

efficiency requires the sole use of the hard evidence. A condition guaranteeing that

p0 > pSB for sufficiently self–confident leaders is that

R(e(0), 1) > R(e(1), 0). (2)

Condition (2) requires revenue to be strictly greater when the leader happens to choose

the most productive project and the subordinate believes that he has chosen the least

productive one, than when the opposite is true. It implies that a leader with extreme

self–confidence, q̄ = 1, prefers to follow his soft information regardless of the subordi-

nate’s beliefs.10 Proposition 4 formalises this intuition.

Proposition 4 Excessive self–confidence reduces efficiency in information–sharing or-

ganisations for all p > pSB. In particular, if (2) holds then there exists a q̄∗ < 1 such

that for all q̄ ≥ q̄∗, E[S]Iq̄(p) ≤ E[S]Iq(p) for all p > pSB with strict inequality for some

p.

10In the proof of Proposition 4 we show that Condition (2) holds when revenue and costs are twice
continuously differentiable and R′(e, 0) − R′(e, 1) and C′′(e) are non–decreasing which is the case for

example if R(e, i) = aie
1

n and C(e) = cen+1 with a1 > a0 > 0, c > 0 and n > 1.
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4.3 The optimal organisational design

What information–sharing policy would a social planner implement and which type of

leader would he appoint? In this section we argue that these two questions should not

be considered separately as their answers are interrelated.

In Section 4.2 we have shown that the implementation of a policy of information–

sharing requires the appointment of a highly (but not excessively) self–confident lead-

ership. Conversely, we now show, that the need for an information–sharing policy

increases with the leader’s level of self–confidence.

For this purpose we consider the efficiency gain that results from the introduction of

a policy of information–sharing, I(p, q̄) = E[S]Iq̄(p) − E[S]NI
q̄ (p). Information–sharing

is optimal when this gain is positive.

Note first that total surplus in the absence of information–sharing, E[S]NI
q̄ (p),

is weakly decreasing with the leader’s level of self–confidence. A leader with self–

confidence q̄ follows his vision if and only if he believes it to be more precise than the

hard evidence, i.e. iff q̄ ≥ p. When q̄ > p > q the leader follows his vision even though

it is less precise than the hard evidence. Consequently, E[S]NI
q̄ (p) ≤ E[S]NI

q (p) for all

p with strict inequality for p ∈ (q, q̄).

If the hard information’s precision is low, i.e. if p ≤ pSB, Proposition 3 therefore

immediately implies that a policy of information–sharing is more desirable in organ-

isations with over–confident leaders than in organisations with realistic leaders, i.e.

I(p, q̄) ≥ I(p, q) .

For p > pSB, Proposition 4 has shown that too much self–confidence lowers expected

surplus under information–sharing as the leader becomes more inclined to follow his

(less accurate) vision. One might be tempted to conclude from this that over–confidence

makes information–sharing less desirable if the hard information is highly precise. This

is however not the case. The reason is that in the absence of information–sharing the

leader has an even stronger incentive to follow his soft information. In organisations

without information–sharing the leader is free from any motivational concerns which

would help to correct his over–confidence–driven decision–making bias. Information–

sharing gives the subordinate an opportunity to compare the leader’s decision with the

hard evidence. Since the subordinate’s motivation depends on this comparison, the
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leader’s excessive incentive to follow his vision can be mitigated. In summary:

Proposition 5 The appointment of an over–confident leader increases the need for an

information–sharing policy. In particular, for all q̄ > q it holds that I(p, q̄) ≥ I(p, q)

for all p with strict inequality for some p.

In the absence of information–sharing an over–confident leader’s incentive to follow his

gut feeling rather than the hard evidence is inefficiently strong. A policy of information–

sharing allows subordinates to form an opinion about the organisation’s best course of

action. The leader is then forced to take into account the motivational consequences

of his decision. The sharing of information thus acts as a control device. It corrects

an over–confident leader’s behavioral bias in the same way as self–confidence helps to

overcome a realistic leader’s tendency to favor hard over soft information.

We now consider a social planner’s optimal organisational setup. In particular, we

investigate what information policy should be implemented and which leader should

be appointed in order to maximize the organisation’s efficiency.

For this purpose, note first that information–sharing unambiguously increases sur-

plus as long as it can be ensured that the organisation’s leadership will take deci-

sions efficiently. The optimal organisational setup should therefore include a policy

of information–sharing and appoint a leader who is able to make efficient use of his

information.

According to Lemma 2 second best decision–making requires the use of the hard

information if and only if p > pSB. According to Propositions 3 and 4, the leader’s

optimal degree of self–confidence depends on the value of p. Figure 4 displays this

relationship. The curve qmin captures the minimum value of self–confidence that is

required to induce a leader to choose the project according to his soft information. This

minimum value is increasing in p. As the quality of the hard information improves,

only highly self–confident leaders are able to stand by their vision. A social planner

should choose a leader with a level of self–confidence higher than qmin when p < pSB

and lower than qmin when p > pSB. When the hard information is not very good, it is

best to avoid it, and any leader who is sufficiently self-confident about his own instincts

will maximize surplus. Conversely, when the hard information is of high quality, the
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Figure 4: Optimal organisational design. Efficiency is maximized by the implemen-
tation of a policy of information–sharing and the appointment of a leader with self–
confidence in the dashed area.

organisation should use it and it should therefore refrain from the appointment of an

excessively self–confident leader who only cares about his vision.

5 Ownership and contracting

So far our analysis has focused on the efficiency of different information–sharing policies

and leader types. We have thus adopted the viewpoint of a social planner studying

the maximisation of the organisation’s total surplus. We believe that this perspective

is appropriate for many types of organisations, including political parties, and NGOs.

However, an important interpretation of our model is the relation between a manager

and a worker inside a firm. Under this interpretation it is natural to introduce a third

party; the owner of the firm, who is interested in maximizing his own profits rather

than total surplus and is able to set up the information–sharing policy and design the

agents’ incentive contracts.

To study this scenario, we consider the following extension of our basic model with

a realistic leader. We assume that at time (0) the owner chooses whether the firm will
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follow a policy of information–sharing and offers employment contracts to the leader

and the subordinate. So far we have assumed that the subordinate and the leader

receive a share α and 1 − α of the project’s revenue respectively, where α ∈ (0, 1) was

an exogeneous parameter of the model. In contrast, we now assume that the owner

offers agent i (i ∈ s, l) an employment contract (αi, ti) that specifies a share αi ∈ (0, 1)

of revenue to be received by agent i and a (possibly negative) lump sum transfer ti ∈ ℜ

from the owner to agent i. Lastly, we normalize the leader’s and the subordinate’s

outside options to zero.

We now consider the organisation’s optimal design from the viewpoint of the owner.

In particular we ask under which conditions information–sharing would be optimal for

the owner and which employment contracts he should implement.

We first show that, independently of his choice of αs and αl, the owner prefers to

implement a policy of information–sharing if and only if a social planner does so. To see

this, consider the owner’s payoff for given αl and αs, Πo = (1−αl−αs)R(e, δxy)−tl−ts.

This payoff is maximized by choosing transfers that make the leader and the subordi-

nate indifferent between accepting and rejecting their contracts, that is tl = t∗l (αl, αs) ≡

−E[αlR] and ts = t∗s(αl, αs) ≡ −E[αsR − C]. This implies that the owner can extract

the entire surplus through the transfers t∗s and t∗l . Substituting these optimal transfers

into the owner’s objective, we see that his problem simplifies into choosing the firm’s

information–sharing policy and the shares αs and αl that maximize E[Πo] = E[R−C].

Thus, the owner’s preferences with respect to the firm’s information–sharing policy

are identical to those of a surplus–maximizing social planner. We therefore have the

following corollary.

Corollary 1 Assume that leader and subordinate are hired by an owner using linear

employment contracts that specify upfront payments tl, ts ∈ ℜ and shares of revenue

αl, αs ∈ (0, 1) for the leader and the subordinate respectively. Then Propositions 1 and

2 remain to hold if we interchange the viewpoint of a social planner with the one of the

owner.

It remains to consider the choice of αs and αl that maximizes the owner’s payoff.
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Note that we have assumed that αl > 0.11 However, as the size of αl does not affect

decision–making, and hence the subordinate’s effort, the owner has no incentive to offer

the leader a larger share than neccessary, i.e. the owner should let αl → 0.

The situation is of course very different for the subordinate; one might expect that

the owner should provide optimal incentives by letting αs → 1 thereby making the

subordinate’s effort tend to its first best level. Our next result shows that this is only

true in the absence of a policy of information–sharing. Under information–sharing,

providing the subordinate with optimal incentives does not necessarily maximize the

owner’s revenue.

Proposition 6 In organisations without information–sharing the owner maximizes his

profits by providing the subordinate with optimal incentives to exert effort, that is by

letting αs → 1. In contrast, in organisations with information–sharing this need not be

the case.

Providing sub–optimal incentives has a direct negative effect on the subordinate’s effort

choice. The key to understand Proposition 6 is to realise that, under information–

sharing, reducing αs can have an indirect positive impact on the quality of the leader’s

decision–making. Note that decreasing αs has two effects. On one hand it makes

the subordinate’s effort less sensitive to his belief. On the other hand it decreases

the subordinate’s effort for any given belief, which due to the concavity of revenue

implies that revenue becomes more sensitive to effort. A decrease in αs leads to an

improvement of the leader’s decision–making when the first effect is sufficiently strong

relative to the second. In the proof of Proposition 6 we provide an example in which

this occurs. In this example the improvement in the leader’s decision–making more

than compensates for the decrease in the subordinate’s effort level thereby increasing

the owner’s payoff. In the presence of information–sharing, providing the subordinate

with sub–optimal incentives can maximize the owner’s payoff through its positive effect

on the leader’s decision–making.

11Without this assumption the leader would always be indifferent between following his own signal
or the public information so that our problem would become trivial. One might justify this assumption
by the existence of a small part of revenue that is non–contractible and is captured directly by the
leader, e.g. a gain in future career opportunities and reputation or simply a small “warm glow” effect.
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It is important to note that we are using a framework in which the subordinate

is risk neutral, has unlimited liability, undertakes effort in only one task, and does

not have private information about the cost of his effort. It is a well known result of

incentive theory that, under these circumstances, an owner cannot do better than by

“selling the firm” to the subordinate. Our findings suggest however that this might

not be the case when decision–making and implementation are separated and the firm

adopts a policy of information–sharing. Providing workers with optimal incentives to

exert effort can have a negative externality on the ability of managers to take the right

decisions.

6 Conclusion

How much information should subordinates receive about an organisation’s strategic

direction? What type of leader should be appointed? In this paper we have shown

that the answers to these two questions are connected. Information–sharing, although

not always optimal, is more effective under self–confident leaders, who are able to take

difficult decisions that might not be easily understood by partially informed subordi-

nates. Conversely, self–confident leaders are more successful when their eagerness to

follow their own instincts is curbed by a policy of information–sharing.

In what industries should we therefore expect to find overconfident leaders? Our

findings suggest that firms operating in uncertain environments (growth firms) where

public evidence is likely to be of low quality will appoint more overconfident managers.

Bill Gates and Steve Jobs for example are widely regarded as leaders with strong

confidence in their vision. In contrast, firms that are able to base their decisions on a

rich collection of hard evidence, i.e. those operating in mature industries, will employ

more realistic, pragmatic managers.

With respect to the information–sharing policy the predictions of our model are

less straightforward. Much depends on whether or not a firm is able to appoint the

right type of decision–maker. Firms that are able to adjust leadership to their envi-

ronment, thus eliminating the scope for motivational bias, will always adopt a policy

of information–sharing. In contrast, firms stuck with leaders whose self–confidence is
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not sufficient to overcome their motivational bias might refrain from the sharing of

information.

In practice it might sometimes be easier to change an organisation’s leadership than

to make it more transparent. A large part of knowledge disclosure in organisations is

determined by institutional rules and procedures. Examples are a company’s divisional

structure or a country’s constitution. When these features are difficult to adjust in a

rapidly changing environment, changes in leadership are the natural consequence.

There are occasions, however, where the opposite might occur. When an over–

confident individual is entrenched in a CEO position, a company’s board might find it

more difficult to remove him than to compel him to routinely meet with his managers

and publish relevant and timely information. As we pointed out in the introduction,

the advantages of forcing him to share this information could include the prevention

of over–confidence-driven, value–destroying mergers and acquisitions.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

To abbreviate notation let Ri(e) ≡ R(e, i) for i ∈ {0, 1}. Denote by b= and b6= the sub-

ordinate’s equilibrium beliefs conditional on observing x = sp and x 6= sp respectively.

Define the function

G(b=, b6=) =
{

R1(e(b6=)) − R0(e(b=))
}

+
(1 − q)p

q(1 − p)

{

R0(e(b6=)) − R1(e(b=))
}

(3)

which is proportional to the leader’s expected gain from choosing x = sq rather than

x = sp. Let h denote the leader’s probability of choosing x = sp after observing sp 6= sq.

Suppose first that h = 0. Bayesian updating implies that b6= = (1−p)q
(1−p)q+(1−q)p

≡ b∗6= and

b= = pq

pq+(1−p)(1−q)
≡ b∗=. h = 0 is a feasible equilibrium if and only if

G(b∗=, b∗6=) ≥ 0. (4)

Suppose now that h = 1. The subordinate’s belief is b= = p if the leader follows the

equilibrium. In a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium, beliefs off the equilibrium path can be
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chosen arbitrarily. Here we use the Intuitive Criterion as a selection device.12 Since

the leader never has an incentive to choose x 6= sp after observing sp = sq, the only

belief that survives the Intuitive Criterion is b6= = b∗6=. Thus, h = 1 is an equilibrium if

and only if

G(p, b∗6=) ≤ 0. (5)

Finally assume that h ∈ (0, 1). Bayesian updating implies that b6= = b∗6= and

b= =
pq + hp(1 − q)

pq + (1 − p)(1 − q) + h(p(1 − q) + q(1 − p))
≡ bh

=. (6)

In equilibrium the leader has to be indifferent between x = sq and x = sp. h ∈ (0, 1)

is an equilibrium if and only if

G(bh
=, b∗6=) = 0. (7)

Note that for all h ∈ [0, 1], b= is increasing in p whereas b6= is decreasing. We now

show that G(b=, b6=) is decreasing in p whenever p is such that G(b=, b6=) = 0. For the

partial derivative we find

∂G

∂p
=

1 − q

q(1 − p)2
(R0(e(b6=)) − R1(e(b=))) =

1

p(1 − p)
(R0(e(b=)) − R1(e(b6=))) (8)

If b= > b6= then R0(e(b6=)) < R1(e(b=)) and if b= ≤ b6= then R0(e(b=)) < R1(e(b6=)).

This implies that ∂G
∂p

< 0. The total derivative may not exist. However, the fact that

effort is increasing in the subordinate’s belief and revenue is increasing in effort implies

that G(b=, b6=) is decreasing in p. We start the equilibrium analysis by considering the

case where h = 0. Note that b= = b∗= > b∗6= = b6=. Condition (4) in the limits becomes

lim
p→ 1

2

G(b∗=, b∗6=) =
2q − 1

q
(R1(e(q)) − R0(e(q))) > 0 (9)

lim
p→q

G(b∗=, b∗6=) = R1(e(b
∗
6=)) − R1(e(b

∗
=)) + R0(e(b

∗
6=)) − R0(e(b

∗
=))) < 0. (10)

As G(b∗=, b∗6=) cannot cross 0 from below and as G(b∗=, b∗6=) is continuous in p, (4) holds

if and only if p ≤ p0 for some p0 ∈ (1
2
, q). Now consider the case h = 1. Note that for

12Strictly speaking, such criterion is defined for signaling games but its extension to our case is
straightforward and its definition is omitted.
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(5) to hold b= = p has to be strictly larger than b6= = b∗6=. In the limits we have

lim
p→ 1

2

G(p, b∗6=) =
1 − q

q

(

R0(e(q)) − R1(e(
1

2
))

)

+ R1(e(q)) − R0(e(
1

2
)) > 0 (11)

lim
p→q

G(p, b∗6=) = R1(e(
1

2
)) − R1(e(q)) + R0(e(

1

2
)) − R0(e(q)) < 0. (12)

Thus a similar argument as above implies that (5) holds if and only if p ≥ p1 for

some p1 ∈ (1
2
, q). To see that p0 < p1 note that b∗= > p for all p which implies that

G(p, b∗6=) > G(b∗=, b∗6=) for all p.

Finally consider condition (7). For (7) to hold we need that b= = bh
= > b6= = b∗6=.

Note that bh
= is strictly decreasing in h. This implies that G(bh

=, b∗6=) is strictly increasing

in h so that any h(p) that solves (7) has to be unique. Moreover limh→0 bh
= = b∗= and

limh→1 bh
= = p imply that there exists a h(p) ∈ (0, 1) which satisfies (7) if and only

if (4) and (5) are both violated. Moreover the fact that G(bh
=, b∗6=) is continuous and

decreasing in p whenever G(bh
=, b∗6=) = 0 implies that h(p) has to be continuous and

strictly increasing.

Proof of Proposition 1

Define the values of expected total surplus when the project is chosen according to the

soft and hard information respectively:

E[S]S(p) = Pr(sq = sp)
(

b∗=R1(e(b
∗
=)) + (1 − b∗=)R0(e(b

∗
=)) − C(e(b∗=))

)

(13)

+ Pr(sq 6= sp)
(

b∗6=R1(e(b
∗
6=)) + (1 − b∗6=)R0(e(b

∗
6=)) − C(e(b∗6=))

)

E[S]H(p) = pR1(e(p)) + (1 − p)R0(e(p)) − C(e(p)). (14)

First, we show that E[S]S is increasing. The subordinate’s expected payoff can be

written as

E[Πs]
S = Pr(sq = sp)E[Πs]

S(b∗=) + Pr(sq 6= sp)E[Πs]
S(b∗6=) (15)

where E[Πs]
S(b) = maxe α(bR1(e)+(1−b)R0(e))−C(e). As the subordinate’s objective

is linear in b, E[Πs]
S(b) is convex. As b∗= − b∗6= is increasing in p and Pr(sq = sp)b

∗
= +

Pr(sq 6= sp)b
∗
6= = q is constant it follows that the subordinate’s expected payoff, E[Πs]

S,
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is increasing in p. To see that the leader’s expected payoff is also increasing consider

expected revenue, E[R]S. The subordinate’s maximization program can be written as

E[Πs]
S = max

R̃
αR̃ − C̃(R̃, p) (16)

where

C̃(R̃, p) = min
e=,e 6=

[Pr(sq = sp)C(e=) + Pr(sq 6= sp)C(e6=)] (17)

s.t. R̃ = pqR1(e=) + (1 − p)(1 − q)R0(e=) + (1 − p)qR1(e6=) + p(1 − q)R0(e6=)

is the minimum expected cost of achieving the expected revenue R̃. As it is less costly

for the subordinate to increase revenue when he is better informed, −C̃ has increasing

differences in (R̃, p). This implies that the subordinate’s optimal choice of expected

revenue arg maxR̃ αR̃ − C̃(R̃, p) = E[R]S is increasing in p.

Second, we show that E[S]H is increasing. For p > p′ we have

E[S]H(p) − E[S]H(p′) > (1 − p)(R0(e(p)) − R0(e(p
′))) (18)

+p(R1(e(p)) − R1(e(p
′))) − C(e(p)) + C(e(p′))

> (1 −
1

α
)(C(e(p′)) − C(e(p))) > 0. (19)

The first inequality follows as p > p′ and the second inequality uses that

e(p) = arg max
e∈[0,ē]

pR1(e(p)) + (1 − p)R0(e(p)) −
1

α
C(e(p)). (20)

Finally, consider expected total surplus under information–sharing, E[S]I . Accord-

ing to Lemma 1, E[S]I(p) = E[S]S(p) for all p ∈ (1
2
, p0] and E[S]I(p) = E[S]H(p)

for all p ∈ [p1, 1). It follows that E[S]I(p) is increasing for all p ∈ (1
2
, p0) ∪ (p1, 1).

E[S]I(p) is non–monotone as E[S]I(p0) = E[S]S(p0) > limp→ 1

2

E[S]S(p) = E[S]H(q) >

E[S]H(p1) = E[S]I(p1) where the last inequality follows from q > p1.

Proof of Proposition 2

The continuity of h(p), and the fact that limp→p0
h(p) = 0 and limp→p1

h(p) = 1,

implies that E[S]I is a continuous function of p. Denote expected surplus in the
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absence of information–sharing by E[S]NI(p). For all p ≤ q, E[S]NI(p) = E[S]H(q).

As limp→ 1

2

E[S]I(p) = E[S]H(q) and E[S]I(p) is increasing in p for all p ∈ (1
2
, p0) it

follows that information–sharing is optimal for all p ∈ (1
2
, p0). Let pI and pI be the

smallest and largest solution to E[S]I(p) = E[S]NI(p) in (p0, p1). pI and pI exist as

E[S]I(p0) > E[S]NI(p0) and E[S]I(p1) = E[S]H(p1) < E[S]H(q) = E[S]NI(p1), and

surplus is continuous in p. If E[S]I(p) is strictly decreasing in (p0, p1) then pI = pI .

By definition E[S]I(p) > E[S]NI(p) for all p ∈ (1
2
, pI) and E[S]I(p) < E[S]NI(p) for all

p ∈ (pI , q). For p ≥ q it is immediate that E[S]I(p) = E[S]H(p) = E[S]NI(p)

Proof of Lemma 2

Consider E[S]S and E[S]H as defined in the proof of Proposition 1. Note that

lim
p→ 1

2

E[S]S(p) = E[S]H(q) > E[S]H(
1

2
) = lim

p→ 1

2

E[S]H(p) (21)

and

lim
p→1

E[S]S(p) = q(R1(e(1)) − C(e(1))) + (1 − q)(R0(e(0)) − C(e(0))) (22)

< R1(e(1)) − C(e(1)) = lim
p→1

E[S]H(1). (23)

In the proof of Proposition 1 we have shown that E[S]S and E[S]H are both increasing

in p. However, E[S]S increases less strongly than E[S]H . When x = sp, an increase

in p improves the subordinate’s information and increases the project’s expected pro-

ductivity. The latter effect is absent when x = sq. This implies that there exists a pSB

such that E[S]S(p) ≥ E[S]H(p) if and only if p ≤ pSB. Finally, as for p = q both deci-

sion rules have identical expected productivities but x = sq improves the subordinate’s

information, it has to hold that pSB > q.

Proof of Lemma 3

For a leader with self–confidence q̄ we have to substitute the function G which measures

the leader’s gain from choosing x = sq rather than x = sp by

Gq̄(b=, b6=) =
{

R1(e(b6=)) − R0(e(b=))
}

+
(1 − q̄)p

q̄(1 − p)

{

R0(e(b6=)) − R1(e(b=))
}

(24)
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in the equilibrium conditions (4), (5) and (7). The fact that Gq̄(b=, b6=) is strictly in-

creasing in q̄ implies that p0 and p1 are strictly increasing in q̄. Moreover, as Gq̄(b
h
=, b6=)

is strictly increasing in h and h(p) solves Gq̄(b
h
=, b6=) = 0 it follows that h(p) is strictly

decreasing in q̄.

Proof of Proposition 3

Expected surplus is unaffected by a change in q̄ as long as this change does not alter the

leader’s equilibrium behaviour, i.e. his probability h of choosing x = sp after observing

sp 6= sq. h = 0 for all p ≤ p0, h = 1 for all p ≥ p1 and h = h(p) for all p ∈ (p0, p1).

According to Lemma 3, h is weakly decreasing in q̄. We now show that a decrease in h

raises expected total surplus for all p ≤ pSB. Suppose that q̄′ > q̄ and let h′, h ∈ [0, 1]

with h′ ≤ h denote the associated probabilities of choosing x = sp after observing

sp 6= sq. To abbreviate notation let e∗6= = e(b∗6=), eh
= = e(bh

=) and eh′

= = e(bh′

= ). We get

E[S]Iq̄(p) = Pr(sp = sq)
{

b∗=R1(e
h
=) + (1 − b∗=)R0(e

h
=) − C(eh

=)
}

(25)

+ Pr(sp 6= sq)
{

h
[

(1 − b∗6=)R1(e
h
=) + b∗6=R0(e

h
=) − C(eh

=)
]

+ (1 − h)
[

b∗6=R1(e
∗
6=) + (1 − b∗6=)R0(e

∗
6=) − C(e∗6=))

]}

≤ Pr(sp = sq)
{

b∗=R1(e
h
=) + (1 − b∗=)R0(e

h
=) − C(eh

=)
}

(26)

+ Pr(sp 6= sq)
{

h′
[

(1 − b∗6=)R1(e
h
=) + b∗6=R0(e

h
=) − C(eh

=)
]

+ (1 − h′)
[

b∗6=R1(e
∗
6=) + (1 − b∗6=)R0(e

∗
6=) − C(e∗6=))

]}

≤ E[S]Iq̄′(p). (27)

The first inequality is strict when h′ < h and p < pSB as the social planner’s preference

for x = sq implies that

b∗6=R1(e
∗
6=) + (1 − b∗6=)R0(e

∗
6=) − C(e∗6=) > (1 − b∗6=)R1(e

h
=) + b∗6=R0(e

h
=) − C(eh

=). (28)

The second inequality follows from the fact that eh′

= maximizes the subordinate’s ob-

jective when his belief is bh′

= and eh′

= > eh
= so that

bh′

=R1(e
h
=) + (1 − bh′

= )R0(e
h
=) − C(eh

=)
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≤ bh′

=R1(e
h′

= ) + (1 − bh′

= )R0(e
h′

= ) − (
1

α
C(eh′

= ) + (1 −
1

α
)C(eh

=)) (29)

≤ bh′

=R1(e
h′

= ) + (1 − bh′

= )R0(e
h′

= ) − C(eh′

= ). (30)

Proof of Proposition 4

For all p > pSB a realistic leader always chooses x = sp and expected surplus is equal to

second best. Thus a realistic leader cannot do worse than a leader with over–confidence

if p > pSB. We show that there exists a q̄∗ < 1 such that p0 ≥ pSB for all q̄ ≥ q̄∗. For

all such q̄ the leader always chooses x = sq for some p > pSB which implies the result.

p0 is defined as the p which solves

q̄(1 − p)[R1(e(b
∗
6=)) − R0(e(b

∗
=))] = (1 − q̄)p[R1(e(b

∗
=)) − R0(e(b

∗
6=))]. (31)

We show that limq̄→1 p0 = 1. This then implies that there exists some q̄ ≡ q̄∗ for

which p0 = pSB and as p0 is increasing in q̄ the result follows. For q̄ → 1 the right

hand side of the above equation converges to zero. Under Condition (2) it holds that

limq̄→1[R1(e(b
∗
6=)) − R0(e(b

∗
=))] > 0 for all p. This implies that limq̄→1 p0 = 1.

Finally we show that (2) holds if R and C are twice continuously differentiable and

R′(e, 0) − R′(e, 1) and C ′′(e) are non–decreasing. To see this note that for all p

lim
q̄→1

[R1(e(b
∗
6=)) − R0(e(b

∗
=))] = R1(e(0)) − R0(e(1)) (32)

=
∫ e(0)

0
R′

1(e)de −
∫ e(1)

0
R′

0(e)de (33)

=
∫ e(0)

0
R′

1(e) − R′
0(e)de −

∫ e(1)

e(0)
R′

0(e)de. (34)

The effort levels e(0) and e(1) are defined by αR′
0(e(0)) = C ′(e(0)) and αR′

1(e(1)) =

C ′(e(1)) respectively. The fact that C ′′ is nondecreasing implies that

αR′
1(e(1)) − αR′

0(e(0)) = C ′(e(1)) − C ′(e(0)) (35)

=
∫ e(1)

e(0)
C ′′(e)de ≥ [e(1) − e(0)]C ′′(e(0)). (36)

We therefore have
∫ e(1)

e(0)
R′

0(e)de < R′
0(e(0))[e(1) − e(0)] ≤

C ′(e(0))

C ′′(e(0))
[R′

1(e(1)) − R′
0(e(0))] (37)
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≤ e(0)[R′
1(e(1)) − R′

0(e(0))] < e(0)[R′
1(e(0)) − R′

0(e(0))] (38)

≤
∫ e(0)

0
R′

1(e) − R′
0(e)de (39)

where the last inequality follows as R′
1 − R′

0 is non–increasing.

Proof of Proposition 5

For all p ≤ pSB the result immediately follows from Proposition 3 and the fact that

E[S]NI
q̄ (p) ≤ E[S]NI

q (p) for all p with strict inequality for p ∈ (q, q̄). Thus suppose that

p > pSB. We have E[S]Iq(p) = E[S]NI
q (p). It therefore remains to show that for all

q̄ > q, E[S]Iq̄(p) ≥ E[S]NI
q̄ (p). If p ≥ q̄ then E[S]Iq̄(p) = E[S]NI

q̄ (p). If p < q̄ then

E[S]Iq̄(p) ≥ E[S]S(p) (40)

> qR1(e(q)) + (1 − q)R0(e(q)) − C(e(q)) (41)

= E[S]NI
q̄ (p). (42)

The first inequality follows from the fact that using the hard evidence x = sp is sec-

ond best and the self–confident leader might actually do so. Finally in the proof

of Proposition 1 we have shown that E[S]S(p) is increasing and limp→ 1

2

E[S]S(p) =

qR1(e(q)) + (1 − q)R0(e(q)) − C(e(q)) which implies the last inequality.

Proof of Corollary 1

In text.

Proof of Proposition 6

Consider first the optimal αs in the absence of information–sharing. Note that E[Πo]
NI(αs) =

E[R(e(αs))] − E[C(e(αs))], where e(αs) = arg max(αsE[R(e)] − E[C(e)]). We have
∂E[Πo]NI

∂αs
= (∂E[R]

∂e
− ∂E[C]

∂e
)( ∂e

∂αs
). The second part of this expression is positive for all

αs, and the first part is positive whenever αs < 1. Thus providing optimal incentives

by letting αs → 1 maximizes the owner’s payoff.
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Under information–sharing the problem is more complicated as the leader’s decision

depends on αs. To see this, consider the dependence of the leader’s gain from following

his own signal on αs:

dG(b=, b6=, αs)

dαs

=

[

∂R1

∂e

∂e(b6=)

∂αs

−
∂R0

∂e

∂e(b=)

∂αs

]

(43)

+
p(1 − q)

q(1 − p)

[

∂R0

∂e

∂e(b6=)

∂αs

−
∂R1

∂e

∂e(b=)

∂αs

]

.

When ∂e(b=)
∂αs

≤
∂e(b6=)

∂αs
then (43) is positive. Otherwise (43) can be negative, in which

case an increase in αs leads to an increase in the leader’s motivational bias. We complete

the proof by showing with an example in which ∂e(b=)
∂αs

>
∂e(b6=)

∂αs
that the implied decrease

in the quality of decision–making can lower overall surplus and thus the owner’s payoff.

We construct this example in the following way. First we find revenue functions

such that marginal revenue has a flat part and a steep part:

R0 ≡











0.3e for e ≤ 0.3111
0.0933 + 0.3(e − 0.3111) − (e − 0.3111)1.3 for e ∈ (0.3111, 0.313)

0.0936 + 0.1(e − 0.313) for e ≥ 0.313
(44)

R1 ≡











0.5e for e ≤ 0.3273
0.1636 + 0.5(e − 0.3273) − (e − 0.3273)1.2 for e ∈ (0.3273, 0.3282)

0.1639 + 0.2(e − 0.3282) for e ≥ 0.3282.
(45)

Since effort is the solution to ∂
∂e

[bR1(e) + (1 − b)R0(e)] = 1
α

∂C
∂e

, we can adjust the cost

function and the values of p and q so that the subordinate’s level of effort lies in the

steep part when α is low and in the flat part when α is high. This implies that effort

is very sensitive to the worker’s belief for high values of α and very insensitive for low

values. As a result, the leader distorts decision–making for high α, but not for low α.

More specifically, let q = 0.6, p = 0.5683, and C(e) = 1
2
e2 and consider expected

surplus when αs → 1. Note that we have chosen p such that e(p) = 0.3273, e(b∗6=(p)) =

0.313 and G(p, b∗6=(p)) = 0 for αs → 1. This implies that for αs → 1 the leader always

chooses x = sp and the subordinate always exerts effort e(p) = 0.3273. While effort

is relatively large, decision–making is poor because the leader has a strong incentive

to distort his choice of project. The expected level of surplus and hence the owner’s
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expected payoff is

lim
αs→1

E[Πo]
I = pR1(0.3273) + (1 − p)R0(0.3273) − C(0.3273) = 0.0804. (46)

Consider now expected surplus when αs = 0.8563. In this case e(b∗=(p)) = 0.313 and

e(b∗6=(p)) = 0.311. While effort is generally lower, it does not depend as strongly on the

subordinate’s belief. This implies that the leader has an incentive to choose x = sq,

which can be seen from the fact that G(b∗=(p), b∗6=(p)) = 0.0017 > 0. Decision–making

is of higher quality, and the owner’s expected payoff is

E[Πo]
I(αs = 0.8563) = Pr(sq = sp)

(

b∗=R1(0.313) + (1 − b∗=)R0(0.313) − C(0.313)
)

+Pr(sq 6= sp)
(

b∗6=R1(0.3112) + (1 − b∗6=)R0(0.3112) − C(0.3112)
)

= 0.0823. (47)

A decrease in αs from 1 to 0.8563 increases the owner’s expected profit.
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